
THEY SAID IT

“People do talk. We 
go to lunch. We go to 
dinner. We drink.” 

—An unnamed Hollywood studio
executive, telling The Wall Street 
Journal that nuggets about Netfl ix 
streaming data are shared among
content producers hungry for the 
information. The SVOD service, along 
with Amazon and Hulu, is being 
tracked more closely by Nielsen, which 
is now measuring 1,000 streaming 
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JANE THE VIRGIN, RITA MORENO HONORED 
AT 30TH ANNIVERSARY IMAGEN AWARDS
The CW’s Jane the Virgin and legendary actress Rita Moreno were among the top winners at the 
30th anniversary Imagen Awards Aug. 21 at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in Los Angeles.

The event, which will air as a PBS SoCal special on Oct. 3, was founded in 1985 to foster “the 
positive  portrayals of Latinos in the media.”

Jane nabbed three awards—for best primetime television comedy, best television actress 
(Gina Rodriguez) and best television supporting actress (Andrea Navedo)—while EGOT (Emmy,
Grammy, Oscar and Tony) winner Moreno was feted with the Imagen Legacy Award.

“I think the level of talent that we have now is signifi cantly more than we’ve had in past years,” Imagen  
Foundation founder and president Helen Hernandez told B&C. “My vision and hope [for the future] is that 
there will be more inclusion, and that’s what the Imagen Awards are all about.” —Jenna Berbeo

HERE ARE SOME OF THE KEY TV WINNERS:

STATOFTHEWEEK
200 Number of points gained or lost by 
the Dow Jones Industrial Average in six consecutive 
trading  sessions, a new Dow record.

       “May Darryl Dawkins aka 
‘Chocolate Thunder,’ the NBA’s 
fi rst — and best! (Sorry @SHAQ) 
rapper — Rest in Peace.” 

@Chris_Broussard, ESPN sportswriter, tweeted on Aug. 27 
after the NBA great’s death at age 58.

Dawkins

Wheeler Presses Dish-Sinclair Retrans Deal
Brief blackout of group’s 129 stations renews calls for reform of regs

FCC CHAIRMAN TOM WHEELER used 
some tough talk, and action, from his bully 
pulpit to help push Dish and Sinclair into 
striking a retransmission deal last week.

Dish had sought emergency relief from 
the FCC after 129 Sinclair stations went 
dark on its satellite system.

In the meantime, advocates for retrans 
reform fi red off press releases playing up 
the number of stations blacked out with 
headlines like “Sinclair Orchestrates Larg-
est TV Blackout in History” and tying it to 
calls for fi xing the “broken” retrans system. 

The FCC is currently looking into its def-
inition of good faith negotiations. Wheeler 
said the facts of this impasse would inform 
that inquiry, but added that the FCC would not wait to act if 
it thought the parties are not working in good faith.

Wheeler called an emergency meeting of the FCC Media 
Bureau with Sinclair and Dish representatives and gave them 

a midnight deadline to make their cases.
FCC chairmen monitoring and urg-

ing parties to resolve retrans blackouts 
is nothing new. Former chairman Julius 
Genachowski used his position to push 
parties during high-profile blackouts, 
but the underlying message was that the 
FCC’s power was limited.

Wheeler instead emphasized action in 
a tone that sounded like he meant busi-
ness. The chairman issued a statement 
pledging that the commission would not 
“stand idly by while millions of consum-
ers in 79 markets across the country are 
being denied access to local programming. 
The commission will always act within the 

scope of its authority if it emerges that improper conduct is 
preventing a commercial resolution of the dispute.”

A tentative deal was completed the same day.
               —John Eggerton

FCC chairman Tom Wheeler called Dish and 
Sinclair  representatives to the negotiating table.

Primetime Program – Drama: 
Law & Order: SVU (Universal 
Television and Wolf Films)

Primetime Program – Comedy: 
Jane the Virgin 
(The CW)

Primetime Program - Special or 
Made-for-TV-Movie: American 
Crime (ABC Studios)

Actor – Television: Gael García 
Bernal, Mozart In the Jungle 
(Amazon Instant Video/Amazon 
Studios)

Actress – Television: 
Gina Rodriguez, Jane the Virgin 
(The CW)

Variety or Reality Show: 
Vice (HBO)

Children’s Programming: Nick 
News With Linda Ellerbee 
(Nickelodeon )

Documentary/Film or 
Television: Children of Giant 
(PBS/Latino Public 
Broadcasting)

Helen Hernandez, Imagen Foundation 
founder and president

Rita Moreno garnered the 
Imagen Legacy Award.

Danny Pino of Law & Order: SVU 
won Best Supporting Actor — TV.

Actress Ivonne Coll 
of The CW’s Jane the Virgin
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